Abstract Protecting the contents of medical records is of paramount importance when it comes to preserving patients' privacy. Most existing cryptographic-based solutions rely on traditional encryption algorithms having a multi-round structure, which introduces processing latency and requires increased resources. Medical images possess special characteristics compared to other types of images. The main goal of this paper is to leverage these characteristics to design and implement an efficient and secure encryption algorithm for such images. The proposed solution defines three variants of encryption algorithms: (a) full, (b) middle-full, and (c) selective. The full approach encrypts all sub-matrices of an image, while the middle-full variant is a middle solution between the selective and full algorithms and its goal is to just hide the type of the medical image. Selective encryption identifies a set of sub-matrices of an image according to a statistical average test, known as region of interest (ROI). In the three approaches, a high security level is ensured since each image is encrypted independently of the previous and next images. Also, all primitives of the pro- Appl (2018) 77:31397-31426 posed cipher, such as permutation and substitution, depend on a dynamic key. Furthermore, the encryption scheme is efficient since the proposed round function is lightweight and applied for only one round. This reduces the latency and the required resources as compared to traditional cryptographic schemes. The proposed approach is flexible as it can be applied in either selective, middle-full, or full mode. Also, the size of a sub-matrix is variable and can be changed according to the available memory size. Several security and performance tests are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. The results validate the robustness of the proposed scheme against almost all considered types of attacks and show an improvement in terms of latency and resources compared to current imageencryption schemes. Also, the results confirm the robustness of the proposed algorithm in protecting the contents of medical images.
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Introduction
Digital medical images are critical diagnostic tools. They are generated using a number of technologies and are mainly used for treating and predicting diseases. These technologies include X-ray radiography, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), etc. There exists a number of applications which require storing and transmitting medical images across public channels such as the Internet and hence, making them vulnerable to security threats such as privacy, confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. Hospitals are hesitant to allow access to such sensitive data via their networks, and as such, there is a great need to secure such networks and enable them with the various security services, which mainly rely on cryptographic algorithms, to resist the various types of attacks [30, 33] . The main security services include Data Confidentiality (DC), privacy, Data integrity (DI) and Source Authentication (SA). Encrypting an image protects its private contents from being accessed by an unauthorized party. This ensures DC and privacy during transmission or storage, which can solve the problems of passive attacks. Moreover, DI service is used to ensure that the received data has not been modified during transmission and SA permits to verify the source of the image [6, 23] . The traditional encryption schemes are based on symmetric key cryptography, which is efficient in terms of computational resources and latency when compared to asymmetric key cryptography (AKC). A symmetric cipher can be block or stream based; a block cipher divides the data into separate blocks of fixed size such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [41] , the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [12] (128-bit length), the International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) [38] , etc.
Problem definition
Recently, a set of medical image authentication schemes were presented in [21, 26, 36, 37, 45, 47] . While, in this paper, we focus to design an efficient and secure medical cipher image solution.In fact, The conventional encryption schemes that encrypt the whole plain image and not appropriate when executed on constrained devices and in the case of real-time medical applications over wireless medical networks and in mobile medical services. Recently, a selective image encryption approach was presented to overcome the existing issues of conventional encryption, whereby the insignificant parts are not encrypted, or encrypted using a light encryption method. Selective encryption reduces the computational complexity to the minimum possible level while preserving a sufficient security level. The selective approach is debatable since the most existing schemes are designed based on image compression algorithms, and thus they are codec-specific, while the rest are applied at the pixel level [2, 9, 10, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 42, 46] . Recent research works presented a new kind of compression algorithms that are specific for encrypting image and video, and can ensure good performance such as [39, 50, 51, 54] . Therefore, we focus on this class since it provides more flexibility, being codec-independent.
In fact, the selective image encryption approach meets the requirements of real-time applications and tiny devices because a significant reduction of processing time for encryption and decryption is achieved. Different pixel selection techniques have been suggested in the literature such as edge maps [53] , region of interest (ROI) [32] , entropy-based techniques [29] , and average of sub-matrices [22, 31] .
Nonetheless, a number of approaches, based on conventional encryption schemes such as AES, has been proposed to protect medical records in the DICOM system [14] and in many other research papers [15, 27, 29, 35, 43] . However, traditional cryptographic algorithms are defined mainly to protect textual data. Thus, they are not designed for encrypting multimedia contents and do not account for the intrinsic characteristics of multimedia such as (i) large data size, (ii) bulk data capacity, (iii) high redundancy and (iv) strong correlation between adjacent pixels. Therefore, a revision of the current encryption schemes should be done to propose new ones taking into account the application requirements.
Another paradigm that was investigated by researchers in the last decade is the "Chaos" field, which consists of a non-linear dynamic system that looks like random [7] . Due to its extreme sensitivity to initial conditions, chaos was integrated extensively into the design of medical image encryption algorithms [1, 13, 16, 17, 22, 49, 53] . Unfortunately, chaos-based encryption is not always secure; some of these approaches have security weaknesses and many of them have been crypt-analyzed successfully as in [5, 11, 24, 28, 44, 48, 52] due to the instability arising from the periodicity of mapping [20] and the finite computing precision that renders the system vulnerable to different kinds of attacks [3, 4] . Additionally, the majority of chaotic encryption algorithms is based on non-integer operations, which introduces high resource requirements and computational complexity and consequently overhead in terms of efficiency and latency, especially that a floating-point system is much more expensive than an integer one. Accordingly, we recommend to revise the chaotic cryptographic algorithms and to discretize chaotic maps (integer) to replace the real ones (original form). This is mandatory to reduce the required resources and latency overhead and to simplify the hardware implementation and cost. Recently, an image encryption algorithm for medical images was presented in [22] but unfortunately, it suffers from the limitations of the chaotic paradigm.
It is worth mentioning that focusing on updating chaotic cryptographic algorithms and discretizing chaotic maps is justified since all traditional cryptographic algorithms are based on integer operations such as AES, which can be implemented using bytes or words of size 16 or 32 bits.
Contribution
In this paper, an efficient encryption scheme suitable for full and selective medical image encryption applications is proposed. It exhibits low processing latency and reduced resource requirements. Depending on the application, the scheme can be used for encrypting (i) the full plain image or (ii) part of the plain image containing sensitive information. We propose to detect the sensitive regions (ROI) and the non-sensitive regions (ROB) in an image using a statistical approach based on the average of each sub-matrix, which should be greater or equal to a threshold that we obtain according to simulation results. Toward reducing the latency and the required resources, we propose a cipher scheme with a dynamic key that changes for each input image. The proposed scheme presents 4 variants for medical image encryption as shown below:
1. Selective Encryption-1 (SE1): this technique employs only a permutation of the sub-matrices of ROI. This variant requires the minimum computational complexity compared to the other variants. It is the best choice for real-time applications, and systems with constrained devices. However, this variant preserves the type of medical data; 2. Selective Encryption-2 (SE2): in addition to the permutation technique of SE1, SE2
consists also of a masking operation to the sub-matrices of ROI. As such, it provides a higher security level than SE1 because of the masking process, which is associated with a low overhead in terms of latency and resources; 3. Middle-Full (MF): this technique consists of masking the sub-matrices of ROI and permuting all the sub-matrices of a plain image (ROI and ROB). This variant is designed to hide the type of a medical image that is preserved using the previous selective variants, SE1 and SE2; 4. Full approach: this variant consists of masking and permuting all the sub-matrices of a plain image. It requires more overhead compared to the middle and selective variants and it is used to obscure all useful information for the encrypted medical image.
The common property among these variants is that they are all iterated for just one round and have a key-dependent structure. Moreover, the round function is based on a permutation table (P-box) and a substitution table (S-box) that are both dependent on a dynamic key and an initial matrix I M, which is introduced to enhance the statistical randomness of the proposed masking function. The dynamic key generation algorithm produces a key, which depends on a secret key and an Initial Vector (IV) and that should be changed for each input image to guard against cryptanalytic attacks. Additionally, the different steps of the cipher are variable and depend on this dynamic key in contrast to the existing solutions that employ a static cipher structure and require several rounds. The proposed technique reduces the number of rounds to just one since variable cipher primitives are applied to each input image and the desired randomness degree is attained. Consequently, this reduces the execution time while maintaining a high security level. Simulation results verify the high performance and the robustness against existing attacks.
Note that the proposed scheme is easily applicable to other kinds of images that require selective and full encryption. The novelty of the proposed approach is that it is based on a dynamic approach, where the substitution and diffusion operations are variable and can be changed for each new input image. In addition, the proposed cipher only requires one round and its round function is very lightweight compared to the existing solutions such as 3DES and AES.
Organization
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the statistical approach for the selection of the ROI. Section 3 gives a detailed look on the key derivation used in this model. Then, detailed description of the proposed image encryption scheme is presented in Section 4. Next, we explain in details the various cipher operations of the proposed scheme in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7, we test a number of parameters to prove that the cipher has the requirements to prevent cryptanalytic attacks. In Section 8, we discuss the immunity of the proposed cipher variants against cryptanalysis and we study their corresponding execution times. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 9.
Selective encryption based on sub-matrices
The proposed image encryption scheme targets digital medical images and can also be applied to other kinds of digital images. Medical images possess special features making them of special interest; they usually consist of two regions:
-the Region of Interest (ROI), which contains the sensitive information; -the Region of Background (ROB), which contains the non-sensitive information.
An input medical image, in matrix form, has a size is r × c × p, where r is the number of rows, c is the number of columns and p is the number of planes (in gray scale p=1). The number of blocks in the image is padded, if necessary, to obtain a multiple of h 2 complete sub-matrices; each sub-matrix consists of (h × h) bytes. In the rest of the paper, h will be set to 8 and an optimum value may be selected depending on the application and the available memory space. The total number of sub-matrices is α, where α = r×c×p h 2
. In order to locate the Region of Interest, we adopt a thresholding segmentation method based on the average and the standard deviation, as explained in [22] . Indeed, in this paper, for each submatrix, the average only is required and it is computed and compared against a threshold to detect its corresponding region.
Different kinds of medical images such as X-ray and Ultra-sound are analyzed in order to quantify the threshold by analyzing the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of the average of sub-matrices.
According to experimental (simulation) results, we found that almost all the ROI submatrices have an average greater than the threshold τ = 10, as shown in Fig. 1 based on the Fig. 1 Original images studied (a-e) and their corresponding ECDF of the sub-matrices average (f-j) ECDF of the average of sub-matrices. All sub-matrices of ROI have a mean that falls in the interval [τ , 255] .
The average of each sub-matrix is calculated and compared against this threshold to determine whether or not to consider it as significant. If the average of a specific sub-matrix is greater than the threshold, then, it is flagged as part of ROI and it will be encrypted. ROB sub-matrices are not encrypted since they can affect seriously the latency and influence the resources. Note that the encrypted parts from ROI are combined with the unchanged parts from ROB before being stored or sent over the channel.
The decryption scheme applies the same classification in order to locate the encrypted ROI sub-matrices that should have a higher value close to the average (128) since encrypted sub-matrices exhibit the uniformity propriety. On the other hand, Table 1 presents the notation and symbols used in this paper.
Key derivation
In order to achieve low complexity and simple implementation on constrained devices, we consider one Secret Key shared between the transmitter and receiver. To protect the key, it can be renewed by using Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) and transmitted to the receiver in an encrypted form or via a feedback channel. In order to make the algorithm even more secure, the key is renewed after a periodic interval depending on the application. Table 1 Table of 
Dynamic key generation, D k
The secret key is xor-ed with an initialization vector I V (128 bits), which is then hashed using SHA-512 to form the dynamic key of size 64 bytes. Note that the initial vector is changed for every image hence the dynamic feature of the key is maintained. Next, the dynamic key is divided into 4 sub-keys ( Fig. 2) as such:
-The Permutation Key, P k , is used to generate a dynamic permutation table, P-box, which is used to permute the selected sub-matrices according to the cipher variant. For example, it is used to permute ROI sub-matrices for SE1 or SE2. The 128 bits of P k are taken from D k and this sub-key can be used with any stream cipher to produce the required binary key stream to control the proposed Modified Group Operation Permutation algorithm (MGRP). Then, MGRP is iterated for Rp times to obtain the P-box, which has a length of β and its values are within [1, l] . -The Substitution Key, S K , is used to generate a dynamic substitution table, S-box.
Another set of 128 bits are extracted from D k and can be used with the same stream cipher to produce the required binary key stream for rs iterations of MGRP. Note that the produced S-box has a length of 256 and its values vary between [0, 255]. -Initial Matrix, I M: The third set of 128 bits of D k will be passed to the same stream cipher to produce a key stream sequence with h 2 byte length. This sequence will be reshaped to form an initial matrix I M with size h × h, which will be used to construct the different I M i that vary for every sub-matrix, i = 1, 2, . . . , β. -Counter ψ: The fourth group of 128 bits is used to obtain another matrix ψ that is also used in the construction of I M.
The above sub-keys are unique for every image and are all derived from one dynamic key that changes for every input image. Below is an explanation of these components. The initial matrix, I M, will be used as a starting point to generate all the required I M i where i is a variable between [1, l] . As such, we use a different I M for every sub-matrix to add randomness to the system and hence to lower the success probability of cryptanalytic attacks. I M is first xor-ed with the first value of the initial vector ψ. Then, the result will undergo a substitution process using a dynamic key S k . The result is used as the first I M. The process continues similarly while incrementing the dynamic counter ψ. After each iteration, a right shift operation is applied to the S-box. For example, for the first operation, when ψ = 1, no shift operation is done to the S-box, while for ψ = 2, one right shift is performed as indicated in Fig. 3 . The importance of this operation is that all the required I M i can be obtained in parallel for the encryption process. Accordingly, the execution time will be reduced because of the parallelism property inherent in this algorithm. Not only do we achieve a high level of security, but also a lower execution time as compared to existing multi-round cipher algorithms.
The proposed cipher algorithm
In this section, the proposed cipher algorithm is described. We start by introducing the selective approach and then, we provide details about the permutation and masking processes. Finally, we describe briefly the decryption process. 
Encryption process
In Fig. 4 , the encryption scheme is illustrated. First, the input α sub-matrices are subjected to the threshold test. If the average of each sub-matrix exceeds the τ parameter, then this sub-matrix will be considered as a part of ROI, otherwise, it is considered as part of ROB.
The selective cipher option has two variants, the first one, SE1, applies only a permutation among the selected sub-matrices, without the masking operation. While, the second variant, SE2, employs additionally the masking operation, which makes the system resilient Fig. 4 Proposed Selective Encryption-2 (SE2) Scheme against cryptanalytic attacks. Accordingly, each selected sub-matrix will be xor-ed with its corresponding I M i . The result will be also xor-ed with the corresponding dynamic permutation sub-matrix for this selected sub-matrix. Next, another substitution is performed to increase randomness. This whole masking process is done for every sub-matrix. Then, a permutation between the sub-matrices will be performed based on a new P-box that is obtained by flipping the P-box array from right to left. This operation further randomizes the relationship between the selected sub-matrices. Finally, all sub-matrices are concatenated (ROI and ROB) to form the final encrypted image.
The second option, Middle-Full, has the principal objective of hiding any information related to the type of the medical image. A global permutation operation is done on all submatrices as compared to the previous operation, SE2, which applies it to the β sub-matrices. Global permutation is done on both ROI and ROB regions. Hence, it will be very hard for an attacker to recognize the type of the image. These steps, in the selective or middle approaches, ensure a sufficient level of security for images (Fig. 5) , and hence provide an efficient approach for medical image encryption.
It is important to note that the execution time of such a scheme is low since only the important regions of the image are encrypted. Also, the use of a dynamic key, a single round, and a low number of operations is sufficient to achieve the required security level.
This approach may be extended by additional chaining; more randomness could be added to the scheme but parallelism will not be feasible. In this work, we achieved satisfactory results without chaining, however, it can be adopted by users who require additional protection for their images. The following equation represents the extended model:
where -S represents a dynamic S-box.
-X ip represents the corresponding permutation of X i .
-I M i represents the corresponding initial matrix to be xor-ed with the sub-matrix X i .
Decryption process
Decryption is similar to the encryption process but in a reverse manner. The receiver performs the same encryption steps but in a backward approach, and using the inverses of S-box and P-box. In case of global permutation, we first perform an inverse global permutation. Decryption is complete when all the sub-matrices are decrypted and then grouped to re-construct the original image. Decryption could be represented by:
where -S −1 represents the inverse of the dynamic S-box.
-Y i represents the received encrypted sub-matrix from ROI.
-Y ip represents the corresponding inverse permutation of Y i at index i.
-I M i represents the corresponding initial matrix for the sub-matrix Y i .
In the proposed approach, the channel error will not propagate since every sub-matrix is encrypted independently of the other sub-matrices.
Construction of cipher primitives
The proposed techniques to generate dynamic key-dependent S-boxes and P-boxes are presented next. This is done by using a modified version of the group operation of permutation [40] . Key-dependent permutation and substitution tables are generated and used in the encryption process, while their corresponding inverse tables are used in the decryption process.
Construction of dynamic permutation and substitution tables
After the dynamic key generation, permutation and substitution tables are built and the keys are used to produce a corresponding key-stream sequence as described in Section 3. The generation of the dynamic permutation and substitution primitives is done using a key-dependent permutation algorithm based on the GRP permutation algorithm [40] . GRP e Original Aorta image, f encrypted image after permutation, g encrypted image after masking, h encrypted image after global permutation. i Original Head-3D, j encrypted image after permutation, k encrypted image after masking, l encrypted image after global permutation. m Original image 06, n encrypted image after permutation, o encrypted image after masking, p encrypted image after global permutation. q Original Spectral Doppler, r encrypted image after permutation, s encrypted image after masking, t encrypted image after global permutation is chosen as a basic element since it is simple, flexible and efficient in terms of software and hardware implementations. The GRP permutation algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Note that R src is the input vector, CR is the configuration vector (control register) Fig. 6 Example of constructing a permuted vector (P − box) based on the GRP algorithm with q = 3 and for a specific CR and R dest is the output. R src, CR and R dest all have the same length, which is equal to l for constructing the permutation table and 256 for the construction of the substitution table.
The basic idea of the GRP is to divide the index into two groups according to the pseudorandom bit sequence (CR). If the bit in CR is 0, this index is moved to the first group, otherwise, the element is moved to the second group as seen in Fig. 6 .
However, the original GRP algorithm performs poorly for just one iteration due to the low number of unique output vectors and the high number of fixed points as shown in Fig. 7 . As such, and to enhance the GRP algorithm, we iterate for multiple rounds, whereby for each round, a different control CR i , i = 1, 2, . . . , rs is used. Also, for each round, CR i and CR i are used respectively, for the two iterations of the GRP algorithm. The enhanced algorithm is described in Table 2 . Figure 6 shows an example of the proposed GRP algorithm implementation for 8 elements.
To produce a substitution table (S-box) or permutation table (P−box), an initial vector R src is used, where R src[j ] = j and j = 0, 1, . . . , l (l = 256 for substitution table and equals to α or β for the permutation table according to the cipher option). Then, the process of permutation is applied for rt times. The output vector R dest, after each permutation iteration, becomes the input vector R src for the next one. The cryptographic performance of the output R dest is quantified for each iteration. This transformation is applied for multiple rounds irs = 1, 2, . . . , rs = 10. Therefore, dynamic permutation and substitution tables can be produced by applying the proposed permutation algorithm for ≥ 5 rounds (different CR for each iteration). Since the process of the substitution layer generation is based on the Fig. 7 Varition of the average of P oU for 2 15 random CR versus rp (here rp = rs) using fixed and variable CR use of permutation, the produced S-boxes will feature a high probability of unique dynamic S-boxes (PoU) (≈ 0.8 × 2 q ! as seen in Fig. 7 for q = 3) compared to using fixed CR. Even though the dynamically generated P-boxes and S-boxes (output vector R dest) exhibit good cryptographic characteristics, yet, these are still lower than the maximum achieved by static S-boxes that are used in the modern block cipher (AES). Consequently, a good randomness degree, a large number of different unique S-boxes are generated with a lower probability of fixed points (close to 1 2 q on average) and an acceptable CC (O(2 q )) can be achieved using the proposed permutation algorithm. An example of producing dynamic S-box for q = 8 and its corresponding inverse (S-box) −1 are shown in Fig. 8 .
Cryptographic performance of dynamic substitution
A robust and efficient key-dependent construction technique of substitution tables (Sboxes) should ensure several cryptographic criteria such as bijectivity, Linear Probability boolean Function (LP F ), Differential Probability Approximation Function (DP F ), Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC), and output Bits Independence Criterion (BIC). In the following, these criteria are described briefly and the results of the proposed construction technique are presented in order to prove that the proposed technique ensures good cryptographic performance in a dynamic manner. -Bijectivity: This criteria validates that an inverse S-box exist, and hence, the substitution transformation can be reversed in the decryption algorithm. A simple technique to verify the bijectivity is to compute the different number of elements needed for the Sbox using the unique function. If the number of unique elements equals to 2 q for Galois field q, then this S-box is bijective, otherwise it is not. In the proposed model, a bijective permutation technique based on GRP algorithm is employed and consequently the proposed S-box is bijective. -Linear Probability approximation Function LP F : A lower LP F value indicates higher immunity against linear attacks since there would be no linear relationship between bits of the plain text and the substituted ones [18] . The average variation of the LP F values versus the number of iterations is shown in Fig. 9a . The results indicate clearly that the required number of iterations to reach a stable low LP F value, close to 2 −4.79 , is 5. Also, in Fig. 9e the variation of LP F for 10,000 random S K is presented and the maximum, minimum and average values of LPF are 2 −3.8 , 2 −5.7 and 2 −4.8 , respectively. In fact, the majority of the produced substitution tables have low and acceptable LP F values. This, combined with the dynamic nature of the S-boxes, ensures sufficient resistance against linear attacks. -Differential Probability approximation Function DP F : This criterion shows the effect of a slight change in plain-text pairs on the corresponding substituted pairs. Typically, a low value of DP F indicates high resistance against differential attacks [8] . In Fig. 9b , the average variation of DP F versus the number of iterations to reach a low stable value of DP F , close to 2 −4.5 , is also 5. Additionally, in Fig. 9f , the maximum, minimum and average DP F values for 1,000 dynamic keys are shown and they are equal to 2 −4 , 2 −4.69 , and 2 −4.41 , respectively. These results confirm that the generated S-boxes ensure good cryptographic performance against differential attacks. -Strict Avalanche Criterion, SAC: This criterion is to show that a one-bit change in any element of an S-box produces a different substituted element by at least 50%. The variation of the probability of SAC with regards to different number of iterations is shown in Fig. 9c . The results indicate that 5 iterations are necessary to be closer to the SAC ideal value of 0.5. Also, in Fig. 9g , the variation of SAC for 1000 produced random S-boxes with the proposed technique are shown and the results indicate that the SAC value is always close to 0.5. These results validate that the proposed technique is compliant with the SAC criterion.
-Bit Independence Criterion, BI C: This states that two output bits j and k must change independently when a single input i is changed for all i, j and k. The probability variation for different number of iterations is illustrated in Fig. 9d . It is clear that the probability values of BI C become close to the optimal value 0.5 when rs = 5. In Fig. 9h the variation of BI C for all produced S-boxes is close to 0.5. This validates the BI C criterion. Therefore, according to these results, rs and rp are chosen to be equal to 5.
Encryption/decryption efficiency analysis
In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed flexible cipher variants. We consider a number of ordinary and medical images of different structures. Then, selective and full encryption are applied to these images using the proposed variants. In the second selective encryption variant, SE2, ROI is encrypted using the same algorithm as full encryption and we present various tests to prove the robustness of the proposed cipher for selective as well as for full encryption in the next section. For selective encryption, we consider square blocks of size 8 × 8 and τ =10. We compute a set of Effective Cumulative Probability Density Functions, to identify a specific threshold. Also, in this section, we present ROI and ROB in the encrypted image. The mean for the ROI encrypted region is close to 128, which is the required criteria for the feasibility of decryption. The recovery of the original plain images was verified since the same regions of the selectively encrypted images are also selected for decryption. In Fig. 10 , it is obvious that the five images presented in our tests have a clear average, which makes the decryption possible.
Moreover, the ECDF for the same five images are presented in Fig. 1 indicating that the ECDF is preserved and the encryption starts from the point that we have no zero-value pixels (black pixels), which are considered as the background. ECDF defines the threshold relative to the average of every sub-matrix in the image. The size of matrix used is 8 × 8. We select three images from Fig. 5 for selective and full encryption and the results are presented in Fig. 11 . Comparing the full approach with the selective one, it is clear that the result of global permutation, done after the masking process, is the closest to full encryption, which indicates that the level of security is preserved, yet, with less computational overhead. The recovered images are identical to those presented.
Statistical and security analysis
In this section, we assess the cryptographic robustness against different kinds of attacks such as statistical, chosen/known plain text attacks in both approaches, full and selective. Accordingly, several statistical metrics are presented to prove that the cipher images ensure a high randomness degree in addition to key sensitivity, which is an essential criterion since our approach is based on a dynamic key. On the other hand, the required latency is reduced since the core function of the cipher, the round function, is iterated only once. In the following, we prove that one round is sufficient to reach the desired performance. More importantly, the structure of the proposed cipher scheme can be implemented in parallel, which further reduces the associated latency.
Uniformity of probability density function
To resist statistical attacks, the encrypted image should have certain random properties. The most important one is the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the encrypted image, which should be uniform; that is, each symbol has an occurrence probability close to 1 n , where n is the number of symbols. The PDF of the four original plain-images and their corresponding cipher images are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that the PDF of the encrypted images using the proposed scheme is close to a uniform distribution with a value close to 0.039 that is 1 256 . Note that, since the permutation doesn't affect the distribution of pixels, we can see that, after masking, the PDF of encrypted ROI tends to be uniform. Additionally, the PDF of encrypted images after full encryption is also similar to the second variant of the selective encryption algorithm. To validate this result at the sub-matrix level, an entropy test is performed and described next.
Entropy analysis
The entropy information of an image M is a parameter that measures the level of uncertainty in a random variable, and is defined using the following equation:
Where p(m i ) represents the occurrence probability of the symbol m i , and h 2 is the size of the square matrix (h × h); the entropy is expressed in bits. A truly random entropy source is equal to 7 when h = 16 for a uniform distribution. We are calculating entropy at the sub-matrix level. A value close to log(h 2 ) is the desired value.
Looking at Fig. 13 , we can clearly see that for h 2 = 16 × 16, H is between 7 and 7.3 for the encrypted image. Also, we can see in the Figure the difference between the entropy of the original plain image and the encrypted one. We can conclude that our system is safe against statistical attacks.
Fig. 12 Original medical images (a)-(d) and their corresponding PDF (c)-(h). PDF of the corresponding encrypted images after full encryption (i)-(l)
Fig . 13 Entropy test for the cipher sub-matrices with h = 16 for the full approach
Correlation analysis
Correlation is an important metric that must be assessed. Removing the correlation among the pixels of an image is a successful indication that the cipher is immune to statistical attacks. Having a correlation coefficient close to zero means that the cipher ensures a high degree of randomness. The correlation test is applied by taking randomly N random pairs of adjacent pixels from the known plain image and their corresponding encrypted ones. The correlation coefficient r xy is calculated using the following equation:
where
The correlation is done in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. In Figs. 14 and 15, the correlation test for the different plain and encrypted medical images with their corresponding vertical, horizontal, and diagonal correlations are shown for the different proposed approaches. Notice that the first variant of selective encryption, which is based only Fig. 14 For Aorta image, a, b, c, d , e represent the vertical correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption respectively. f, g, h, i, j represent the horizontal correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption respectively. k, l, m, n, o represents the diagonal correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption respectively on permutation of sub matrices doesn't ensure low correlation (still linear as the original image (see Fig. 14b , g and l since the correlation is quantified at the pixel level and not at the sub-matrix level.
While for the second variant, which entails, in addition to the permutation process, a masking process applied to each sub-matrix of ROI, the correlation is removed between adjacent pixels of ROI sub-matrices (see Fig. 14c , h and m. The middle-full approach gives similar correlation results as the second selective approach (see Fig. 14d, i and n since the sub-matrices of ROB are not masked. Note that the global permutation of the middle-full approach is very important to ensure a better visual degradation, which permits to hide the structure of the medical image and consequently, its type. See Fig. 14e, j and o .
The lower correlation result is obtained for the encrypted images that use the full encryption approach as shown in Fig. 14e , j and o. Correlation in the proposed approach is dependent on the encryption variant, while the best correlation results (close to 0) can be obtained by employing the full approach. In fact, the obtained results for the middle-full and for the second variant of selective encryption algorithm are also sufficient to provide protection since a masking process is applied for the ROI sub-matrices.
Key sensitivity
In this section, we quantify the sensitivity of secret key k and I V and we show the recurrence of the produced dynamic initial matrices and the probability density function for 1000 different I M. Spectral Doppler image, a, b, c, d , e represent the vertical correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption, respectively. f, g, h, i, j represent the horizontal correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption, respectively. k, l, m, n, o represent the diagonal correlation: original, after permutation, after masking, after global encryption and full encryption, respectively The size of the secret and dynamic keys is flexible; it can be 128, 196, 256 bits for the secret key, and 512 for the dynamic key. It is chosen according to the desired level of security. These sizes are sufficient to make the brute force attacks unfeasible. Concerning I V , in Fig. 16a , a random bit of a random bye of I V is flipped. The results show that the difference in the produced cipher images is close to 50%. In addition, in Fig. 16b , a random bit of a random byte of the secret key is flipped and the results show that the difference between the produced cipher images is also close to 50%. This criteria enhances the resistance of the system against brute force attacks and in particular, key-related attacks. On the other hand, the recurrence test is applied to 250 produced I M and the results are shown in Fig. 17a . The results confirm that the produced I M is highly non-linear. Finally, in Fig. 17b , we can see that the PDF of these produced I M is very close to being uniform. Therefore, the technique for producing IM strongly enhances the cryptographic performance. Fig. 17 The Independance (Recursivity) (a) and the PDF (b) of the produced pseudo-random masking submatrices by employing the proposed scheme (see Fig. 3 ) for a random secret key Fig. 18 The PDF of the difference between original and encrypted Lenna in bits (a), UACI (b) and NPCR (c) for h=8
Sensitivity analysis and differential attacks
Two metrics are commonly used in the sensitivity analysis of any approach: (1) Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and (2) Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI). NPCR represents the number of pixels change rate between two images I 1 and I 2 , while UACI measures the changing intensity between the two cipher-texts. NP CR and UACI are represented by:
NP CR between original and cipher image is ≥ 99.61, which means that the pixels' positions are highly unrelated to each other. Moreover, an appropriate UACI value is obtained that is close to 33.3, which means that most of the gray level pixels in the encrypted image are changed by the second variant of selective algorithm in addition to full and middle-full. Figure 18 illustrates the probability of NP CR and UACI for 1,000 dynamic keys used to encrypt the Lenna plain-image of size 512 × 512. The theoretical results are NP CR = 99.61 and the mean value of UACI is equal to 33.4. The proposed approach shows high values of NP CR and UACI that are needed for a good cipher scheme. Also, Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results. 
Visual degradation
An important condition to ensure a robust image encryption algorithm is that the visual content of the original image must not be recognized in the ciphered image. Two well known parameters are considered to measure the encryption visual quality, which are Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity index (SSIM) that are described in [19] . A low PSNR value indicates a high difference between the original and the cipher images.
Concerning SSI M, it is defined after the Human Visual System (HVS) and it has evolved such that we can extract the structural information from the scene. Thus, the perceived quality of the image by the human eye is highly dependent on the loss of structural information in the image. SSI M falls within the interval [0,1]; a value of 0 means that there exists no correlation between the original and the cipher image, while a value close to 1 means that the two images are approximately the same.
According to the obtained results of PSNR and SSIM, all cipher variants introduce visual degradation since low values of PSNR and SSIM are obtained. In fact, the full cipher variant reaches the maximum hard visual degradation, which is normal since all original sub-matrices are encrypted compared to the selective cipher variants. In addition, the visual degradation of the middle cipher approach achieves better visual degradation compared to the selective variants. Note that no useful information can be detected from the encrypted ROI sub-matrices, but only the type of the medical image can be known.
Execution time
Execution time is a crucial metric for any cipher; a low computational complexity translates into low latency and hence, low resources are needed for the ciphering/deciphering process. This ensured the cipher applicability to real-time systems and for devices with limited resources. The average calculation time (for 1,000 iterations) to encrypt the plain Lenna image of size 256 × 256 × 1 is performed using the following software and hardware specifications: Matlab R2013b simulator, micro-computer Intel Core 2 Duet, 3 GHZ CPU, 2 GB RAM Intel and Microsoft Windows 7. The execution time of the three approaches were measured; when only permutation is done on Lenna image (512 × 512), the average time is 0.0156 sec and designated by t1. For SE2, time is t2 = 3 × t1. For the full encryption time is t3 = 4 × t1. In case of full encryption, the execution time is dependent of the size of ROB. For example, if it is 50% of the plain image, the encryption time is t4 = 2 × t2 = 6 × t1. If the application is time-or resource-sensitive, the user can select the approach that best suits the application requirements.
Discussion and cryptanalysis
The average of PSNR and SSIM between the original and encrypted images are presented for the different variants in Table 4 for 1,000 dynamic keys. The results show that selective encryption has an average visual degradation since it is designed only for ROI zones. Also, the visual degradation of the MF variant is close to the full one. Sure, hard visual degradation can be ensured by using the full scheme. The user can choose any variant to protect the medical image contents. Our goal is to provide a flexible solution (Table 5) according to the limitations and requirements for the medical image. In addition, the distribution of PSNR and SSIM are shown in Fig. 19 for the full variant. The obtained results show that a low values of PSNR and SSIM are achieved and this confirms that the proposed encryption technique yields a high difference between the original and encrypted images. Consequently, a high and hard visual distortion is attained by using the proposed full encryption process. As a conclusion, the proposed scheme gives a sufficient visual degradation for the selective and MF variants and hard degradation for the full one. Indeed, for all these variants, no useful information about the original plain image could be revealed from the cipher image.
By only shuffling the data, the system will not be immune against the different attacks if the secret key is static. However, the proposed approach is based on a dynamic key in order to ensure the forward and backward secrecy. Permutation process is based on changing the pixels positions without affecting their values. hence, this motivates the introduction of the other variants to ensure better resistance against future powerful attacks. Indeed, introducing the masking function ensures the change in the pixels positions as well as values. Moreover, by employing a dynamic non-linear element, the substitution table (S-box), a better randomness degree is achieved and better immunity against powerful attacks is attained. We applied the proposed cipher with the different variants on different images. In selective and middlefull approaches, the PDF of cipher ROI sub-matrices or the whole cipher image in case of full variant tend to become uniform. This proves that the proposed scheme can resist statistical attacks since the spatial redundancy between adjacent pixels of the image is removed ensuring a good scrambling of the image. Moreover, other tests such as entropy analysis and correlation tests have validated the robustness of proposed variants (except SE1) and their high resistance to statistical attacks. Moreover, key sensitivity is analyzed and the results showed that the proposed cipher can resist chosen/known plain-text attacks. Additionally, the key space of the secret key is flexible and can be 2 128 , 2 196 and 2 256 , while the size of the dynamic key is 2 512 . These sizes are sufficiently large to make the bruteforce attack unfeasible. Therefore, the system can resist the cipher-text-only attack. Also, an important issue that must be highlighted here is the use of a dynamic key instead of a fixed one. Even if a cryptanalyst has complete knowledge of the used primitives (substitution and permutation techniques) for a plain image, she/he will fail to extract information about the future plain images from the future cipher images, since they lack the dynamic key that is changed for every input image.
Conclusion
In this paper, a cipher scheme with three variants (selective, middle-full, and full) is presented to protect medical images. The scheme is based on dynamic diffusion and/or confusion primitives for each input image, which ensures good cryptographic performance. The round number is reduced without degrading the security level, which is a hard challenge that is solved in this paper. The proposed scheme presents a dynamic key derivation function that generates the dynamic key and consequently the required sub-keys that are used to construct the basic primitives of the cipher. To perform encryption/decryption, two main primitives are exploited: sub-matrix permutation and a proposed masking function were applied at the sub-matrix level. Then, several security analysis and system performance tests were conducted to prove the credibility of the proposed cipher scheme. As a conclusion, the proposed approaches can be considered as good competitors to the current medical image applications that have to ensure patients privacy and data confidentiality.
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